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CURRENT PRACTICES IN FIELD ADMINISTRATION

OF NATIONAL FOREST TIMBER SALES

CHAPTER I

Introduction

Statement of the Problem

The field administration of timber sales gives rise to

problems which will vary with time and location. The var

iation is mainly in the area of small detail. The general

policy and procedure are changed, if at all, at intervals of

several years. These generalities of procedure tend to be

come formalized with the passage of time and constitute the

sections of the "Timber Management Handbook." The sale of

ficer has the responsibility of establishing methods in the

intermediate and minor phases of administrative detail to

the end that the public interest is best served. The method

to be used in a particular case is the problem confronting

the sale officer.

This paper outlines a combination of methods as taken

from the "Timber Management Handbook, Region 6," as applied

to selectively cut sales, supplemented by the author's per

sonal experience in the field, and the results of a ques

tionnaire circulated to eight National Forests of the pine

region in Oregon.



Limits of Study

For the purpose of illustration a typical project tim

ber sale to be cut under the selection system and extending

over a period of more than one season is assumed. The ac

tivities of the sale officer will be traced as they occur

beginning with assignment to a sale. It is further assumed

that a scaler will be available, and that additional help

with the marking will be provided as circumstances warrant.

In those areas and activities in which the method of per

formance is prescribed by the various handbooks and special

instructions a label will be provided to indicate its

source. The duties of the sale officer which are contrac

tual obligations of the forest service will fall in this

classification.

General Duties of Timber Sale Officer

The forest officer assigned as sale officer to a timber

sale in the pine region of Oregon has certain duties to per

form. These duties may be divided into two groups. One

group consists of administrative tasks whose method of per

formance is prescribed by the "Timber Management Handbook,"

"The Scaling Manual," and such other special instruction as

may be necessary. The other group consists of administra

tive tasks whose method of performance is not prescribed in

detail.
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A part of sale administration lies in obtaining compli

ance with the terms of the contract which apply to the pur

chaser. Another part of sale administration is the perform

ance or the supervision of the performance of the contrac

tual obligations of the forest service. Additionally, the

sale officer needs to secure information for the preparation

of certain maps, records, and reports of progress. Some of

the necessary data for the administration of the sale vail

come in the classification of tasks whose method of perform

ance is not covered by set procedures. This paper will

attempt to investigate possible methods of obtaining, re

cording, and using data.

Assignment Instrietions

The following information will be furnished the sale

officer at the time of assignment to a new timber sale: a

letter of instructions containing the marking rule, a copy

of the timber sale contract including a map of the sale

area, a digest of the terras of the sale contract, and such

other special instructions as may be necessary for the sale.

In addition there should be a logging plan prepared by the

operator and approved by the forest supervisor which will

show the general outline of the course of logging and the

improvements which are to be made. Prior to the fire season

there will be prepared a fire plan covering the operator's

responsibility for action and equipment to be provided.
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Slash disposal and hazard reduction plans should be initi

ated at the beginning of the logging activities.

Necessary Records

During the course of the sale the following records are

to be kept: (1, Part I, p. 6)

1. Scale, count, or measure of the product sold.

2. Periodic (monthly) cutting reports.

3. Data for the historical map.

4. Data for the annual progress report.

5. Data for cut-over records.

6. Data for a comparison of cut with cruise.

7. Other special reports as required.



CHAPTER II

Initial Administrative Plans

The Logging Plan

"The contracts state as follows: 'As far as may be

deemed necessary for the protection of national forest

interests, the plan of logging operations on the respective

portions of the sale area shall be approved by the forest

supervisor or by the officer to whom he may have delegated

this authority'. This section gives the supervisor author

ity to control the logging operation to the extent that na

tional forest interests justify. For example, unnecessary

scattering of an operation over a sale area can be prevented

and administration simplified." (1, Part I, p. 27d)

The compliance with this requirement has ranged from a

verbal statement by the operator that he intends to log the

area beginning in one place to rather intensive engineering

plans. "The forest service has not gone as far as it can or

should under this provision." (1, Part I, p. 27d) In 1946

an operator was required to submit a logging plan in which

the sequence of logging in sub-units was designated. The

principal access road was located by the forest officer.

Approval of the location of all other roads, landings, and

skidding trails was stipulated.

The logging plan is to be prepared by the operator

prior to cutting on the unit. All too frequently the
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operator does not have adequate information about the area

to make more than a brief and general outline of how he in

tends to conduct the operation. As a guide he will have the

minimum and maximum volumes of timber to be removed within

an operating season and such maps as are available. The

best map will usually be the 4" scale maps which the forest

service has made up covering the sale areas. In addition

the sale officer and the district ranger can usually supply

some infornation from a general knowledge of the country.

In many cases the plan as devised villi be the combined ef

forts of the operator and the sale officer.

In order to aid in the preparation of a logging plan

the sale officer should have in mind the over-all objectives

of the management unit. Then with such information as he

may have gained in the course of previous activities in the

area, plus a knowledge of contractual reqtiirements pertain

ing to improvements, volumes to be removed, and methods of

logging which will be permitted, the forest officer can help

the operator devise a logging plan.

Designation of Boundaries

The exterior limits of the sale area are to be desig

nated in advance of cutting with blazes or signs by a for

est officer. (1, Part I, p. 26) In the pine region the

boundaries oan and should usually be run out and marked

prior to the sale. Section lines rin between private and

public ownership may find government trees along the line
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which can be marked and posted as boundary with little addi

tional work. In the case where an adjacent government sec

tion is not included in the sale, a similar procedure should

be followed.

Other boundary lines which are random lines along ridge

tops, streams, roads, well defined trails, barrens, cut-over

areas, or other prominent topographic features may be em

ployed as exterior limits when suitable. In any case signs

or blazes should also be placed along these boundaries.

Standard boundary signs of either metal or cardboard

are available and their use is suggested in preference to

blazes because a truly distinctive blaze is time consuming

and there is always the possibility of misunderstanding by

the cutters. The "Timber Management Handbook, Region 2"

suggests that blazes, if used, should be in pairs, one above

the other and about 4" x 6" in size.

Either blazes or signs should be placed so that they

are intervisible to prevent overcutting. In addition it is

sound practice to advise the operator or bullbuck of the

general location of the boundaries and of any abrupt changes

in the alignment of the boundary signs.

The appraisal or advertised boundary is ordinarily

designated as being along lines of legal subdivision; where

as, the administrative boundary may or may not coincide with

it at any point. As a part of the historical map and the

annual progress report a comparison of the areas bounded

by each is useful information used in subsequent sales on
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adjacent areas. The administrative boundary will exclude

unmerchantable portions such as young reproduction, barrens,

and burns. It is the limit of area upon which the operator

is responsible for snag felling and sanitation clauses.

The standard symbol for administrative boundaries in

Region 6 is a heavy continuous black line on the historical

map. The writer has found that the same symbol supplemented

by the letter "B" to indicate the portion of the boundary

posted is convenient for use on the field progress map.

The amount of boundary posted to date is a part of each

cutting report on Form 820. (See Appendix)

For convenience the larger sales which have a logging

sequence plan may be divided into units which are "natural"

logging shows. These subdivision lines are not at present

required to be posted but as a means of control over the

operation some system of marking them may be useful. Blazed

lines for this purpose have the same disadvantages already

indicated. The standard boundary signs are not suitable,

but a plain or colored cardboard marker could be used where

interior linos leave easily recognized topographic features

such as ridges, roads, or streams.

The Selection of a Marking Plan

A system of applying the marking rule to the sale area

must be devised. No standardised set of rules will fit the
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different conditions found within a given sale area; there

fore an investigation of the factors which will indicate the

possible procedures is in order. The "Timber Management

Handbook, Region 6" (1, Part I, p. 75) gives the following

as a guide:

Unless familiar with the area to be marked,
go over it beforehand in a general way and lay out
the job. Be familiar with the contract require
ments as to marking live and dead timber, type of
logging to be used, utilization requirements, etc.,
that the marking may be governed accordingly.
Gridiron an area systematically, on a side hill
begin with the high ground and work back and forth
along the slope. 7atch the crowns of the trees
ahead; you cannot judge trees well from underneath.

Go back over the marking while the falling is
in progress to make sure that no trees were over
looked or that the marking was not too heavy.

Considerable knowledge of the sale area may be gained

through the study of maps or aerial photographs which may be

available. Also the general knowledge of the sale area

gained in the course of boundary posting will be of aid in

laying out the marking job. It is suggested that a differ

ent route to and from boundary posting work be used whenever

possible as a means of gaining knowledge of the area.

The factors which will further govern the selection of

a marking plan fall into what may be classed as data neces

sary for the proper administration of the sale as a whole.

The order of marking the subdivisions of the sale will be

established by the operator's logging plan.

The basic data needed for sale administration which oan

be gathered during the course of marking the stand for
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cutting will consist of a correlation of volume with the

area upon which it stands. The trees marked for removal

either as merchantable logs or simply felled and left on the

ground under the sanitation clauses of the contract along

with the snags which are to be felled should be counted.

The count should be kept separate for each species or class

of tree. An estimate of the average volume per merchantable

tree oan be made at the time the trees are marked. Later,

when the logs have been scaled the results can be compared

and any needed adjustment in the first estimate of volume

can be made.

The amount of marked timber and number of snags or dis

eased trees may be accumulated by any land area unit, limit

ed only by the total sale area. However, there are certain

practical limitations to the choice of land unit created by

the use to which the data are put. The established practice

for timber surveys, topographic maps, cruises, and type

maps uses the legal subdivision, "40" acres, as the basic

land unit.

A system of marking by "40's" requires the establish

ment of the interior lines of all sections involved in the

sale. Normally there will be ten miles of line per section

to be run in addition to the exterior line. However, a

simple line of blazes established by compass and pacing

will be sufficiently accurate for such use. The units as

established will be regular in size and shape and may be
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identified by standard land description methods. Such in

formation as is gathered relating to volumes marked for cut

ting, hazard areas to be reduced, or other data can be

directly compared with timber survey data previously gather

ed. Under this system a comparison of the "40's" with the

logging plan will show the sequence of marking. A disadvan

tage of such a system lies in the fact that the volume of

marked timber within a logging unit is not determined, thus

some needed information is lost.

A system of marking by "natural" logging units requires

the establishment of such interior lines as are indicated by

the logging plan. These will be random lines of an informal

nature. They may be chosen to lie along roads, trails,

stream beds, ridges, or other topographic features. When

ever natural features on the ground do not serve the purpose

of division completely around a logging unit a special card

poster can be used to indicate the boundary. These units

will be irregular in size and shape. A special system of

identification must be devised to keep the data which re

lates to the unit separate from all other units. A disad

vantage of such a system lies in the fact that the informa

tion obtained cannot be compared to the data already in

existence.

The advantage of this system of keeping data lies in

the ready comparison with data obtained by the operator and

data obtained or needed by the sale officer in subsequent
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activities. For example, the volume of timber cut but not

scaled by a forest officer—sufficient money must be on de

posit to cover the stumpage value of all felled timber—may

be determined by estimating the portion of a "natural" log

ging unit cut-over at the time. The estimated volume con

tained in the unit is then reduced by the total of the for

est service scale that applies to that unit. The balance

obtained is the approximate volume of timber cut but not

scaled.

A calculation to determine the rate of cutting is

easily devised. The estimated volume within the limits of

such a unit divided by the number of days the cutting crew

were on the unit gives the ciit per day. This estimate is

the basis for determining when additional stumpage deposits

will be needed. A similar calculation will show the balance

of marked timber yet to be cut in the unit. Each of these

estimates is a required part of the cutting report. (See

Appendix) The value of the timber cut but not scaled is

reported on the face of the cutting report as a part of the

calculation to determine the balance of monies remaining to

the credit of stumpage. The amount of timber marked ahead

of cutting is reported on the back of the form. It is a

basis of estimating when additional marking will be needed.

The use of a combination marking system which involves

the recording of the data both by "40's" and by "natural"

logging units will retain the advantages of each system as
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used alone. At the same time the disadvantages of each are

cancelled since the needed information may be found by com

bining the proper items.

Four Oregon forests use the combination system in con

nection with making estimates of felled-unscaled timber.

One forest uses the "natural" unit basis alone, tv/o forests

use the "40" unit basis alone, and one forest relies on the

operator's woods scale adjusted by a conversion factor.
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CHAPTER III

Subsequent Administrative Plans

The Fire Plan

"As a part of the Forest Fire Plan there should be a

fire plan prepared for every project sale and for other

sales when necessary in the judgement of the supervisor.

The plan should be drawn tip in consultation with the pur

chaser and his approval secured when possible." (1, Part I,

page 29)

At least a part of the preparation of the fire plan for

a timber sale may fall to the sale officer. He is in the

best position to obtain the information needed. His is the

responsibility for obtaining compliance and action by the

operator in the event of fire and in addition he is the one

who will make the periodic inspections of the equipment

provided.

The "Timber Management Handbook" contains a sample of a

fire plan which is to be adjusted to suit local conditions.

The information needed for its preparation will be governed

by the size of the operation, the general hazard and risk

conditions which will be created by the operation. The plan

will contain names of the members of the logging crew with

their assignments to specific duties in the event of a fire.

The sale contract specifically covers the area upon

which the operator will be responsible for any fire that may
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occur, and the areas upon which he will be required to

render aid in fire suppression. The kind and amount of fire

fighting equipment to be provided as well as its location

and care are contractual requirements.

The Slash Disposal Plan

The preparation of a slash disposal plan for the sale

area will require a knowledge of the location, kind, and

amount of slash. Slash is defined in the contract as being

all the debris four inches and less in diameter. It is sub

divided into kinds of slash according to its origin. "Log

ging" slash is that debris resulting from the felling and

bucking of the trees into logs. This will include the

limbs, tops, and other small material knocked down by the

trees as they are felled. All other slash may be termed

"construction" slash, since it usually occurs as a result of

building the improvements on the area.

Some sale contracts will be so written that the oper

ator is relieved of the obligation for all logging slash

through an arrangement of payment into a special fund. This

will be a fixed amount per thousand board feet, forest ser

vice log scale, payable in advance of cutting. The monies

received into this special deposit fund are expended by the

forest service directly in payment of the expenses connected

with the disposal of logging slash. At the present time

most of the selection sales in Oregon are operated under

this plan.
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The operator is responsible for the construction slash.

Under current practices this slash is piled prior to the

construction of the improvement to keep soil from being

mixed into the debris and to keep it separate from the log

ging slash. The sale officer will need to supervise brush

piling activities of the crew from time to time as construc

tion progresses. He will also need to see that the operator

has made advance arrangements so that burning can be carried

out efficiently when the right day for burning arrives.

The intensity of logging slash disposal, whether to

pile and burn the entire area, to pile and burn by strips,

or to scatter the accumulation of slash will be governed by

several factors. The principal factors are topography,

ground cover, and the amount of logging slash. For planning

purposes the amount of slash per unit of area may be esti

mated from the original estimate of volume when the timber

was marked. As a rule the "natural" logging chance based

upon topographic features forms a suitable base unit for a

piling and burning plan. The "Fire Control Handbook" and

the "Timber Management Handbook" contain sections devoted to

the formal preparation of slash disposal and hazard reduc

tion plans.

Hazard Reduction Plan

The disposal of snags and/or diseased trees on the sale

area is within specified limits a contractual requirement on
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the operator. In addition to snags within the clearing

limits of the roads, landings, and designated skidding

trails the operator may be required to fell a specified

number of snags or diseased trees. Snags to be felled are

defined as being all dead trees twelve inches in diameter at

breast height and more than twenty five feet in height. In

some cases the height limit is fifteen feet for snags near

roads and exterior boundaries.

At the present time three forests are requiring that

all snags within specified distances of roads and within the

limits of established subdivision lines axe to be felled.

Five forests are requiring that a fixed maximum number of

snags or diseased trees per acre are to be felled. One

forest uses both methods.

The sale officer should include provisions in the slash

plan for the removal of the amount of snags not already

covered under the terms of the contract. He will need to

designate some area upon which the operator does not have to

be concerned with snag felling. If a count of the snags

was made at the time the timber was marked a basis exists

for the amount of area to be set aside.
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CHAPTER IV

Supervision of Contractual Requirements

Construction Supervision

The sale officer has the responsibility of obtaining

compliance with the terms of the contract and the specifica

tions for the improvements made on the sale area or upon

forest service lands. He will need to be familiar with such

terms and make periodic inspections. Copies or extracts of

specifications should be provided for the operator and for

the foremen.

Logging camps built upon forest lands must be approved

in advance by a forest officer. The maintenance of sanitary

conditions in the camp is required. The sale officer makes

a report of this item each time a cutting report is submit

ted. Roads are to be constructed according to specified

standards prior to cutting on the unit tapped by the road.

Drainage processes must be provided to prevent erosion.

Woods Supervision

The sale officer needs to determine whether or not the

logging operation is being conducted in the best interests

of the forest policies. At the time he makes an inspection

of the felling crew he can check the marking. Trees over

looked in the first marking and trees damaged by felling can

be marked and called to the attention of the crew. Checks
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to determine the compliance with utilization standards can

be made. Items of noncompliance should be corrected on the

spot and the penalties invoked if necessary.

Unnecessary damage to the reserve stand can and must

be prevented. Carelessness on the part of the cutting

crews, the operators of skidding cats, or operators of load

ing machines in any way detrimental to the national forest

interests can be prevented. As a last resort the operation

can be "shutdown" until the requirements are fulfilled.

The best guide to administration is the contract plus

experience.

Scaling

The sale officer on project sales will ordinarily have

an assistant whose duties will include the scaling, count

ing, or measuring the product. The mechanical aspects of

scaling are definite and prescribed by the "Scaling Manual."

The Scribner Decimal C scale rule is used at all times for

board foot measurements. Definite rules for trim allowances,

deductions for defects, and maximum scaling lengths are set

up in the contract.

A comparison of the forest service scale with the

operator's woods and mill scales should be obtained for

inclusion in the yearly progress report. Such a comparison

can only be made at the end of an operating season or when

a "natural" logging unit is completed.
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The time and place of scaling is variable. Logs may be

scaled anywhere between the stump in the woods and the mill

deck. It is upon being scaled that title to the logs passes

from the forest service to the purchaser.

TABLE I

Current Scaling Locations in Oregon

Forest

No.

Scaling Point
In the Woods Cars In the Mill
Woods Landing Trucks Water Deck Other*

1 X X

2 X X

3 X X

4 X

5 X

6 X

7 XX X

8 X

# Tree measurement timber sales
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CHAPTER V

Required Progress Records

The Progress Map

Each forest supervisor's office is required to keep a

map record of the timber sale activities. These records

consist of two binders. Each binder will contain copies of

the township plats to a scale of four inches equals one

mile. Binder number one contains maps and data showing the

original composition of the forest areas. It is prepared

from timber survey activities such as cruising and topograph

ic mapping. Binder number two contains similar maps showing

the amount of area cut over by years and sales. In addi

tion, a series of data sheets are kept to record the amounts

of timber removed by sale areas and years. These binders

form a bookkeeping system for the forest.

In order that such records can be kept properly, timber

sale officers are required to make and keep a progress map

in the field. At the end of an operating season or at the

end of a calendar year such historical data as has accumu

lated is transferred to the maps in binder number two. A

convenient system of recording data for the progress map is

the use of a pocket notebook having standard transit ruled

sheets. A four inch square will outline a section, and

cross section lines spaced at 10 per inch will give two by

two chain intervals on the map.
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Pertinent data from a variety of sources may be sketch

ed onto the sheets to provide a ready source of information

at any time. For instance, the location and number of trees

marked within a "40" or a "natural" logging show can be

kept. The location of such permanent improvements as roads,

can be sketched in as they are traversed. Section corners

found and the points of road-section line intersection may

be recorded. Boundaries posted may be shown. Cutting lines

which will become seasonal boundaries should be indicated.

The data recorded in the field notebook should be

transferred to a Field Progress Map periodically. One of

the questions to be answered on each cutting report is con

cerned with the current status of the progress map. Other

reports that are periodically submitted to show the progress

of the sale will in part be based upon information taken

from the Field Progress Map.

The Progress Reports

The various kinds of data kept for each sale are made

up into progress reports. These may be divided into regular

and special reports. The special reports may include the

"once in a while" items that are desired by the supervisory

personnel. Their content will be guided by the request.

The regular reports are those which lend themselves to

uniformity and may sometimes be submitted on regular forms.

Cutting reports are submitted at regular intervals, usually
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one month, on form 820. Reports of inspection of fire

equipment and compliance with the fire plan are sometimes

submitted on mimeographed forus at intervals of two weeks.

The annual progress report is a yearly history of the

sale and will include some or all of the information indi

cated by the following outline: (1, Part I, pages lib, lie,

12)

Suggested topics for coverage in Progress Reports

1. Brief description of operations during year.
2. Boundary status and comparison of adminis

trative boundary with appraisal boundary.
3. Amount of timber cut by species and percentages,

current and total.

4. Size (bd. ft. vol.) of average log by species,
current and total.

5. Average cut per acre, separate clear cut from
selectively cut .area.

6. Acreage cut-over by years, separate clear cut
from selectively out area.

7. Available comparisons of cut with cruise.
8. Marking (selectively cut).

Status•
Has marking rule been followed, describe
departures.
Unusual conditions encountered.
Cut and leave. Condition of reserve stand. •

y. ...

10. Damages to reserve stand and to soil, stream,
etc. Action taken.

11. Utilization.

12. Log grades, percentage of volume, merchantable
volume in snags and windfalls.

13. Fire prevention.
14. Slash disposal.
15. Scaling, where done, problems, comparison with

company scale.
16. Type of operation.
17. Output per day over operating period, output/side,

output/man/day•
18. Itemized operating costs, costs of roads, spurs.
19. Selling prices and lumber grade recovery.
20. Wage scale if pertinent, whether union or

non union.

21. Living conditions of employees.
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CHAPTER VI

Recommendations

Logging Plan

Only a few logging operators will have or be able to

obtain the services of a trained logging engineer. The

best interests of the forest service will be served if

the logging plan is the result of a combined effort. The

forest officer should be trained in the field of logging

engineering as well as in the field of forest management.

Field Data

The additional field work entailed by recording field

data both by "40's" and by "natural" logging units is justi

fied by the completeness of the information obtained.
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APPENDIX



c/o School of Forestry
Oregon State College
Corvallis, Oregon
February 18, 1947

Mr. Karl L. Janouch

Forest Supervisor
Rogue River National Forest
Medford, Oregon

Dear Mr. Janouch;

In completing a study of the current practices in
obtaining and using data for field administration
of Project timber sales in Oregon, it is desirable
to have additional information in selected areas.
These areas are hazard reduction, scaling, and the
control of volume cut but not scaled.

The detailed information desired is indicated by
the attached questionnaire. Your consideration of
this request will be appreciated.

If you desire a summary of the current practices
in Oregon as determined by this questionnaire, I
will forward one as soon as the data are compiled.

Very truly yours,

Harland H. Clark

27
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CURRENT PRACTICES IN OBTAINING DATA FOR FIEID ADMINISTRATION

The following questions are limited to selectively cut Class

D and E timber sales in progress during 1946. Space is pro

vided in the left margin to indicate the number of cases in

each class. Additional comment on current practices or con

templated changes in practices may be added under remarks.

National Forest

I. The number of snags and diseased trees felled is deter

mined by;

1. Tally at the time the timber is marked.

2. Operator's record of payment for felling.

3. Count of sale officer.

4. Estimate of average number per acre.

5. Other (describe)

II. The volume of felled timber not scaled is estimated by;

1. Subtracting Forest Service scale from adjusted woods

scale obtained from the operator.

2. Corelating the estimate of the volume marked within

the bounds of a legal subdivision, e.g. "40*s", to the

proportion of the area cut-over.

3. Corelating the estimate of the volume marked within

the bounds of a "natural" felling area to the proportion

of the area cut-over.

4. A combination of the methods 2 and 3 above.

5. Other (describe)
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III. Slash disposal is handled by;

1. Cooperative deposits.

2. The operator or his contractor.

IV. Forest Service scaling is performed;

1. In the woods.

2. At the woods landing.

3. On trucks or cars.

4. In the water.

5. On the mill deck.

6. Other (describe)

Remarks;

Do you desire a summary of these data?
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Recommended Property and Supplies

for Timber Sale Officer

"Timber Management Handbook, Region 6"
"Fire Control Handbook, Region 6"
"Scaling Manual"

Marking axe and/or spray gun for paint
Branding hammer
Scale stick, calipers
Biltmore diameter tape
Compass, staff
Tally register
Chain

latum
File

Supplies

Boundary posters
Cruiser tags
Cutting report, 820
Scale Rule, Scribner Dec. C
Cruiser tally sheets
Scale books
Diary

Paper and franked envelopes
Pencils and lumber crayon with holders
Drafting equipment
Seals, car

Topographic map, 4 inches to the mile
Aerial photographs
Survey notes



XYZ Logging Co

FIELD PROGRESS MAP

Scale 2 inches • 1 mile

Legend

Sale boundary
Adm. boundary
Roads
Landings
Marked trees

o ooooO

X

•37

T. 40 Sy R. 1 W., W.M.
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(lUvbwl D««uit<w ItoO) REPORT OF TIMBER CUT Report No.
(ITeurto olT.n in thi. t.port suatoot to muion oftof final chockuno of meal* book.)

Period from ..-Juna..l.,. 19-47- to JmfH' 30, 1947 , inclusive.

May XI. 1*4?- JMl JTCZ Logging Co. .
l:*•]•,MtlUmwit, «xch*n«t) (Nuu of purclwar or propooaot)

Smitb..HlY9X i Haaa-Or— - farl
iWurElatdrd.,(Nsttoaal ron.ii (Block) <Compvtm«Dt)

Cmrr or Nl'HEEE or
Pieces QfAimTT Hate Value

Earned Coor. Deposit

SkuhDIspoau T.S.I., Fluting

Specie.: )

PonderQaa_pliw
! Reported to

Jlrat.... JL
Material:

Sanloga..

<tH(«)

Since last
I report.

Total to date

M 4.500 2.500 00 6.0C 1.5.000-00.
Live or dcmd:

Both • 4.500... -2.-5QQ 00 n
15,000 Of

Spec .en:

Dauglaa..£ir
••ported to

Material:

Sawlaga
Live or dead:

Both

(D»t«)

Since last

Total to date.

• 1.780 800 00 4JD0 -3T20a fit,

n
1.780 800 QQ- • - 5T2oa or

Species:

Material:

Saitlogs
Live or aead:

Reported to

(Ma)
Since last

report. •
110 - ?4 ?o i.aa 34. ?0

Total to date
n

110 24 20 n
24 20

Speciea: Reported to

Mat.-rial:

Since last

Total to date

Live or dead:

Specie*.: Re{xirted to

Material: (IMtc)

Since last

Total to date.

Live or dead:

Special: Reported to —

Material:
Since last

report
Live or dead:

Total to date .- i
Deposits to date:

1 Sale. 35.000.002 Landrichange credit*. » .
Volume

Volume andvaluepreviously /Regularscale $ . $.. f
reported iPenalty scale.

Voltuaea»d valuethi.rePor,./R'*Ul",'"k 3.324.26- .8,224.20~ 1,663.10 53.24
[Penalty scale... ___^_^__^_

Total volume and value scaled to date... 3,32.4.20... $18,224.20 $-1,662.10 * 33.24~
Value of material cut but not reported...

TotaL

Balance.

IonForm 613 ..T/l/4-Z- _

3. Total stumpage 4. Slash disposal: 5. T. 8.1., Planting:

g^OOO.OO »•• 3,000.00 » iso-on.

•a. ,wus », L,MUi.J.U ». .>;)-•-£%

9,000.00 750.00 15.00.,
•1,224.»)••- * 2.»412,10. $ 48.2.4.. .
1.175M 587,9.0 101,7.6



BOUNDARY.—Is boundary marking complete?....HO. If not, how much boundary in terms of man days
remains to be done this season? ....15 How soon will additional work be needed? .7/10/47

MARKING.—How much timber is marked ahead of cutting? ...6..,5..MIL When will additional marking
beneeded? ..8/15/.4.7......

SCALING.—If not being conveniently and economically handled, what improvement is needed? _ —•

_ Satlsiactoxy
How much is being scaled per man day or visit to sale? 37--M- Is construction timber being scaled cur
rently? YeS If not, when will it be brought to date?

UTILIZATION.—To what extent are stump height requirements observed? -StVtABfaC-tQIJI
_ To what extent are top and log utilization

requirements observed? Satisfactory
Have you experienced difficulty in obtaining proper trimming allowance on logs? -No- ^ so> t° what extent?

SLASH DISPOSAL.—How much slash in M feet or acres has not been disposed of according to contractual require

ments? If piling and burning are required, how much has been piled but not burned, and how much is
untouched? Coop. SlftSfl JJlflpOSr^l _._ If fire lines arerequired, howmuchwork on them is
needed? _

If snag felling is required, how much work remains to be done?

Sj38gs.-axe...!all8d..aurraatlor...with marked timber.
FIRE PRECAUTIONS.—Has operator met contractual requirements fully? .Xea If not, what steps have

been taken to get full compliance? - —

DAMAGE.—To what extent has young growth or undesignated timber been cut, destroyed, or damaged?

Jo-ayaldabla-flamaga
CAMP SANITATION.—What, if any, sanitary measures need attention? -

_ JO-Qamp-jQa...tiie..area.
When will these improvements be accomplished?

LOGGING PLAN.—Is the plan being followed? Y.83. If not, is modification justifiable, and when will
revision be approved? _

PROGRESS MAP.—What is present statusof progress map? ...P-QSted. to data
When will it be brought to date?

INSPECTION.—Date oflast inspection ofwoods work byofficer in charge ii/3-Q/-47
PAYMENTS.—When will additional payments be needed? 7/10/47.... 7/10/47 - -.7/10/47

[StumpaEe) IT. S 1 . Planting) (Slash dis[«uil)

Is any special action to prevent overcutting necessary? ...KO

POR FINAL REPORT OR LAST REPORT FOLLOWING SEASONAL SHUTDOWN ONLY.—Penalty scale made?

Scale books forwarded for checking? Recommendations (including basis for

refund, if any, in final reports)?

July.-.1,-.1947 , 19
(Dau submitted;

Scaler-in-^jarga

Approved- , 19..
(Data)

(Signature of officer making report)

(Signature of supervisor or acting supervisor)
Forext Supervisor.

INSTRUCTIONS

Reports on this form will he mnde in triplicate. Two copies will he forwarded to the supervisor's office:one for the supervisor's fliesand the other (which
will contain only the data called for on the front of the form) for the information of the purchaser. In advertised salt's those reports will cover periods of one,
two. three, or (our weeks, as may be required by the supervisor. Tbe period will in every case end with Saturday. The reports may be omitted when work
•top* forsometime, as in winter. Id un&dverttsed sales,only the final report need be submitted unless periodicreports are required by tbe supervisor. In all
•alee all copies of tbe final report will be forwarded to the supervisor, who, after approving them, will slump all copies "This case is closed.' and return one
copy to tbe scaler. In Clan I) and 8 sales tbe supervisor will forward to ihe regional HAM a copy of tbe final report stamped "This case is closed."

Timber from thissale. IfrivenInexchange for land, will bereported separately on Form 830, withtheexchange case designation entered immediately under
the timber sale designation. Tbe quantity and value and tbe amount of tbe credit will also be included on Form &£) in the sale case record. The

- i will be made by tbe Const clerk in tbe supervisor's office Ln recording tbe tele case on Form 615 and in preparing reports on Form Mu.

33



(Revised Deoeuilier 1W0) REPORT OF TIMBER CUT Report No. ...2..
(Tiguiwe given in thia report subject to iwieion of ta« final checking; of tool* book*)

34

Period from JMj 3.1 1947 to -JS&X-31+-1ML—, inclusive.

IYZ. Loosing Co _5/u./4.7.
(Name of purchaser <w proponent) (Designation date)

Sale.
(Sale, settlement, exchange) (Name of purcfiaseror proponent)

..•evQitti.itlvcir itegawM qr. fart
(National Forest) (Working circle) (Block)

Ma (.-rial:

SariLfisflL
Live or dead:

Both

Species:

Douglaa fir
MaU'rial:

Sawlpgs
Live or dead:

Both

EJpecfeK

Lo.d§apola..^inb
MatiTial:

Sanlo^e
Live or dead:

Both
S|K"cie*i:

Material:

Live or dead:

PptHliOK

Material:

I.ivo or dead:

Species:

Material:

Live or dead:

Tim bee Scaled

Kejxtrtcd to

Pondero8a.jin^ 6/30/47
(l>ale)

Since last
report

Total to date

Reported to

6/30/4.7
(Date)

Since la«t
! report

Total to dale.

Reported to

Since last
report

Total to date

Kcported to

(DatsT
Since last

re|>ort

Total lo date

Re|*>rted to

11'.in

Since last
report

Total to date

Reported to

(Hale)

Since last
re|K>rt

Total to date

Q'

M 4,50.Q 2*500

4,100 2.296

.00

00

6..QO

n

8,60Q 4.736 QQ

1,780 I aoo

1,000' 450
0014.0.0

OoJ "
2,.780.1.....1X.2.50J.,00,

-110 24 20 1-J00-

110 .24. .20

(Compartment)

.15,00(00

13,77(00

28.7-7.QQQ

3.2OX00

1.80CQ0

.5.^QQ.qQ.Q

2420

2420

Eae.ned Coor. DirociT

Slash Disposal T.S.I., Plan line

De|>o*its to date:

1. Sale. $60,000.0Q Land exchange credits, $
3. Total stumpage 4. Slash disposal: 5. T. S. I., Planting:

seV.QQO.OO $-7.500.00. • 8.650.00.
Volume

Volunicand value previously (Regular scale... -3,3-2-4.20-. SlS ,-22-4.20 $1,662.10 * -33-24
reported 1Penalty scale *

(Regular scale... .2,7-46.00

Record«d on Form 615

Volume and value this report.! -15,576.00--- 1,373.00
IPenalty scale...

Total volume and value scaled to date... 6,070.20... $33,800.20 $ 3 035 10
Valueof materialcut but not rc|x>rted... _ I 2Q0 ,QQ 1 OOfi CIO

8/l/$l:: ::;::: t&MM tmm >• Mm.3.,.464.,30-

27.46.

$ 6.Q.-7.0-
20.0Q

56SL3Q.
14113



BOUNDARY.—Is boundary marking complete? HQ If not, how much boundary in terms of man days
remains to be done this season? 1Q How soon will additional work be needed? .8/15/47

MARKING.—How much timber is marked ahead of cutting? 8..MM When will additional marking
be needed? ..8/3.0/42

SCALING.-af notbejng conveniently and economically handled, what improvement is needed? _

How much is being scaled per man day or visit to gale? ....?_?". Is construction timber being scaled cur
rently? *= If not, when will it be broughtto date?

UTILIZATION.—To what extent are stump height requirements observed? SatisfaC-toiy—
- - To what extent are top and log utilization

requirementsobserved? -Excellent— -
Have you experienced difficulty in obtaining proper trimming allowance on logs? ...JJo- If so, to what extent?

SLASH DISPOSAL.—How much slash in Mfeet or acres has not been disposed of according tocontractual require
ments? _ ,— If piling and burning are required, how much has been piled butnotburned, and how much is
untouched? -COOp^-SlaSh-JiSpOaal _ If fire lines are required, how much work on them is
needed?

If snag felling is required, howmuchworkremains to be done?

- 1—a* are felled tmarreatJty -rlHi •mrfcrt tlmlrtr
FIRE PRECAUTIONS.—Has operator met contractual requirements fully? ...Yea If not, what steps have

been taken to get full compliance?

DAMAGE.—To what extent has young growth orundesignated timber been cut, destroyed, ordamaged?
Jo.-a.YQida.p.l.e...daiaage

CAMP SANITATION.—What, if any, sanitarymeasures needattention?
No camp

When will theseimprovements be accomplished?

LOGGING PLAN.—Is the plan being followed? ..2fi8_„ If not, is modification justifiable, and when will
revision be approved?

PROGRESS MAP.—What ispresent status ofprogress map? ....POSted-to date
— - - - - - When will it be brought to date? _

INSPECTION.—Date of last inspection of woods work by officer in charge —2/26/47-
PAYMENTS.-When will additional payments be needed? 8/25/<7 8/25/47 None

(Slum|«gej CT-H-. Ptalint-j (Stosh'd'ispoaalV'
Is anyspecial action to prevent overcutting necessary? HO

FOR FINAL REPORT OR LAST REPORT FOLLOWING SEASONAL SHUTDOWN ONLY.-Penalty scale made?
~ " ScaIe books f°™-arded for checking? Recommendations (including basis for
refund, if any, in final reports)?

AUgUSt 1- -1947, 19.... (SimatursofoBkwiMsln, report)"

f-Siaft,

Approved.. _. 19
(Date) ""

(Signature of supervisor or artinj supervisor)
Forest Supervisor.

stops (or som. time, asinwinter UmS?Mt2rtiEFi3Fam Si SSSi „JlS.TELSS.'S?, *"h Sat1""i»5P- The reports marbeomitted when wort
•ales all copies otthe dual report will he™cVw«rfedtroj. imjfvSSr 3E?lS!r.i! su,,n"t,'«1 "»>•?» P"^lxreports are required bythe supervisor. Inall
copy to the scaler. In .-lass's andX™uUv Ir3SdSt?.n?, S' „W,",XD'«P "' a""«s"TI"' •» *closed.'lnd retort, on,
" Timber (rom this sale, i/given in e.chmg. (or'tod w11 be reported separal.lv ™FrS'wn J,T,^J"^ '""'I!""°I,e<i "Thls f * c,OTed"th.timber sal. designation. The quantity and value an the"mouS ttSrSmtSSpiEL7££!£f£w£ Resignation «"«">d immediately undernegation .U, be mad. by the ,<^, & In th. mS^XKiSSSgiiSSti^fSSaSSSSST^Sw'"^
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